
Supplement A

Patient Rehabilitation Cost Questionnaire

Subject name： Subject number：

Items Cost Unit cost(¥)

1. Direct medical costs

1.1 Routine medication

1.2 Rehabilitation evaluation
1.3 Rehabilitation therapy The unit cost of scalp acupuncture is

RMB 26 (€3.208) per half an hour
The unit cost of speech and language
therapy is RMB 21(€2.591) per half an
hour.

1.4 Assistive products (such as wheelchairs, crutches,
orthotics, etc.)
1.5 Others

2. Direct non-medical costs

2.1 Transportation expenses related to rehabilitation
treatment of patients
（a） Transportation expenses for patients seeking

medical treatment
（b） Transportation expenses for family members to

visit patients
2.2 Accommodation expenses of patients or family
members
2.3 Special diet

2.4 Care workers

2.5 Others

3. Indirect costs（ Retirees are not counted for this
item.）
3.1 Charge for loss of working time for patients

（a） Loss of wages（Daily wage * 7 days）

（b） Bonus loss

3.2 Charge for loss of working time for family members

（a）Loss of wages（Daily wage *7 days）

（b）Bonus loss

Signature of patient /
patient's family:

Date:
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Supplement B：
中国康复研究中心汉语标准失语症检查

China rehabilitation research center aphasia examination, CRRCAE

Introduction
The scale was compiled in 1990 and used in clinic after being tested by 40 normal
people. So far, it has been used in grade a hospitals in more than 20 provinces and
cities in China. This scale quoted the theory and framework of aphasia examination in
developed countries, and the selection of sentences were strictly based on Chinese
habits and rules. It consists of 30 quizzes and is divided into nine subtests, including
auditory comprehension, repetition, speaking, reading aloud, reading comprehension,
copying, description, dictation, and calculation.

The scale
Summary of speech symptoms

According to the assessment results, summarize the recorded verbal symptoms and
pay attention to the following:
1.Dysarthria
2.Apraxia of speech
3.Exploratory action
4.Paraphasia
5.Unintentional language
6.Rhythm
7.language disorder
8.Amount of talk
9.Mirror writing
10.Self correction
11. Persistent memory
12. Aspiration
13. Fatigability
14. Attention

General situation of speech symptoms
Before the assessment, the general speech situation of the patient is known by asking
the following questions:
1.Name 7. Degree
2.Address 8. Hobby
3.Date of birth 9. Chief complaint
4.Age 10.Language before and after onset
5.Family member 11. Condition at onset
6.Occupational history 12. Dialect

Ⅰ Auditory comprehension
1. Comprehension of nouns
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Note: "please point out which map?" Repeat the question after a false answer or no
response for 15 seconds.
6 points: answer correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: answer correctly in 15 seconds
3 points: answer correctly after the prompt
1 point: answer incorrectly after the prompt
Terminate A: Less than 3 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score

1. watermelon

2.rain

3. bike

4. moon

5. chair

6. electric lamp

7. fire

8. clock

9. toothbrush

10. building
Terminate B: complete inspection
2. Comprehension of verbs
Noting and rating are the same as 1.

Question Score

1. flying

2. sleeping

3. drinking

4. dancing

5. dressing

6. knocking

7. sitting

8. swimming

9. crying

10.writing
Terminate B: complete inspection
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3. Comprehension of sentences
Note: "please point out which map?" Repeat the question after a false answer or no
response for 15 seconds.
6 points: answer correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: answer correctly in 15 seconds
3 points: answer correctly after the prompt
1 point: answer incorrectly after the prompt
Terminate A: Less than 3 points, five wrong questions in a row.

Question Score

1. The water is boiling.

2. The children piled up a big snowman.

3. The boy washes his face.

4. The boy paid for the medicine.

5. The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk on crutches.

6. The two children are discussing the pictures in the book.

7. The boys are boating on the lake.

8. The boy's left arm was caught in a car door.

9. An actor is playing and singing.

10. The nurse is going to give the boy an injection.
Terminate B: Sub items 1 or 2, 6 and 5 points are below 5 questions.

4. Execute a verbal order
（patient）

pen scissor toothbrush mirror plate handkerchief toothpaste money (coin) comb key
(inspector)

Note: "Please move the item as I said. Please listen carefully.” More than two units
error or no response after 15 seconds need to be prompted (repeat the question).
6 points: answer correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: answer correctly in 15 seconds
4 points: answer in 15 seconds but there's a mistake
3 points: when prompted, answer correctly after 15 seconds
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Answer error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, five wrong questions in a row.

Question Score

1. Pick up the comb and scissors.
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2. Put the pen beside the plate.

3. Touch the plate three times with your toothbrush.

4. Put the toothpaste on the mirror.

5. Put the key and money on the handkerchief.

6. Buckle the plate and pick up the key.

7.Touch the mirror and pick up the comb.

8. Put the money in front of the toothpaste.

9. Switch the scissors and toothbrush, and turn the mirror over.

10. Put the pen on the plate, then take it out and put it between

the toothpaste and the money.
Terminate B: Sub item 2, 6 and 5 points are below 6 questions, or sub item 3 is below
5 questions.

Ⅱ Repetition
5. Repetition of nouns
Note: "Please imitate what I say. I'll only say it once, please pay attention. "
6 points: repeat correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: repeat correctly in 15 seconds
4 points: repeat in 15 seconds, but not completely
3 points: repeat correctly after prompt
2 points: when prompted, answer with a 4-point result
1 point: after the prompt, under a 2-point result
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, three wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1. bike

2. building

3.watermelon

4.moon

5.electric lamp

6. toothbrush

7.clock

8.fish

9.chair

10.fire
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Terminate B: complete inspection
6. Repetition of verbs
Noting and rating are the same as 5.

Question Score
1 sitting

2 crying

3 sleeping

4 swimming

5 dressing

6 drinking

7 writing

8 flying

9 knocking

10 dancing
Terminate B: complete inspection
7. Repetition of sentences
Note: “Please imitate what I say. I’ll only say it once, please pay attention. “
6 points: repeat correctly in 10 seconds
5 points: repeat correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: repeat in 30 seconds, but not completely
3 points: repeat correctly after prompt
2 points: when prompted, cannot repeat completely
1 point: after the prompt, under a 2-point result
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, three wrong questions in a row.

Question
Score

1 The nurse is going to give the boy an injection.

2 The boy washes his face.

3 An actor is playing and singing.

4 The children piled up a big snowman.

5 The water is boiling.

6 The boy’s left arm was caught in a car door.

8 The two children are discussing the pictures in the book.

9 The boy paid for the medicine.
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10 The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk on crutches.
Terminate B: Sub items 5 or 6, and 5 points are below 5 questions.

ⅢSpeaking
8. Naming
Note: "What’s this? "
6 points: answer correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: answer correctly in 15 seconds
4 points: answer in 15 seconds, but not completely
3 points: when prompted, answer correctly after 15 seconds
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Answer error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, three wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 moon

2 electric lamp

3 fish

4 fire

5 chair

6 toothbrush

7 building

8 bike

9 clock

10 watermelon
Terminate B: complete inspection
9. Description of action
Note："What is this man (he, it) doing?"( The others are the same as 8)

Question Score
1 drinking

2 dancing

3 knocking

4 dressing

5 crying

6 writing

7 sleeping
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8 flying

9 sitting

10 swimming
Terminate B: complete inspection
10. Description of picture
Note："What is this painting about?"
6 points: answer correctly in 10 seconds
5 points: answer correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: answer in 30 seconds, but not completely
3 points: answer correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Answer error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, four wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 The boy paid for the medicine.

2 The children piled up a big snowman.

3 The water is boiling.

4 The boy washes his face.

5 The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk on

crutches.

6 An actor is playing and singing.

7 The nurse is going to give the boy an injection.

8 The boy's left arm was caught in a car door.

9 The boys are boating on the lake.

10 The two children are discussing the pictures in the book.
Terminate B: Sub item 8 or 9, 6 and 5 points are below 5 questions.
11. Description of cartoon
Note："Please describe this cartoon, limited to 5 minutes."
6 points: Including the basic meaning (bump, bag, saw, happy, etc.), fluency, no
grammatical errors.
5 points: Including the basic meaning, a few grammatical errors, such as adjectives,
adverbs, etc.
4 points: The basic meaning of three figures is correct, a few grammatical errors
3 points: The basic meaning of three figures is correct, many grammatical errors.
2 points: The basic meaning of a graph is correct, but can only be represented by
words
1 point: The above basic meaning is correct, but the related words are not.
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Terminate A: Not saying a meaningful word in 1 minute.

Terminate B: Sub item 8 or 9, 6 and 5 points are below 6 questions, and sub item 8,
the points are below 6 questions.

12. Fruit list
Note: "Please name as many fruits as possible in one minute, such as apples,
bananas…"
Score: Give one point for each fruit name, and limited to 1 minute.

Terminate B: Sub item 8 or 9, 6 and 5 points are below 3 questions, and sub item 10,
the points are below 2 questions.
ⅣReading aloud
13. Reading aloud of nouns
Note: "please read it out loud."
6 points: read correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: read correctly in 15 seconds
4 points: read in 15 seconds, but not completely
3 points: read correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: read error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 building
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2 toothbrush

3 watermelon

4 fire

5 electric lamp

6 chair

7 moon

8 bike

9 fish

10 watermelon
Terminate B: complete inspection
14. Reading aloud of verbs
The noting and rating are the same as 14

Question Score
1 writing

2 crying

3 swimming

4 sitting

5 knocking

6 dressing

7 dancing

8 drinking

9 sleeping

10 flying
Terminate B: complete inspection
15. Reading aloud of sentences
6 points: read correctly in 10 seconds
5 points: read correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: read in 30 seconds, but not completely
3 points: read correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: read error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
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1 The water is boiling.

2 The boy washes his face.

3 The boy paid for the medicine.

4 The children piled up a big snowman.

5 The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk

on crutches.
Terminate B: Sub item 13 or 14, 6 and 5 points are below 5 questions.
Ⅴ Reading comprehension
16. Reading comprehension of nouns
Note："Which picture is written on this card? "
6 points: point out correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: point out correctly in 15 seconds
3 points: point out correctly after prompt
1 point: point out error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 3 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 fish

2 watermelon

3 electric lamp

4 moon

5 fire

6 clock

7 bike

8 chair

9 building

10 toothbrush
Terminate B: complete inspection
17. Reading comprehension of verbs
The noting and rating are the same as 16.

Question Score
1 knocking

2 swimming

3 dancing
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4 drinking

5 dressing

6 sitting

7 flying

8 crying

9 sleeping

10 writing
Terminate B: complete inspection
18. Reading comprehension of sentences.
Note："Which picture is written on this card? "
6 points: point out correctly in 10 seconds
5 points: point out correctly in 20 seconds
3 points: point out correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: point out error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 3 points, five wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 The water is boiling.

2 The two children are discussing the pictures in the

book.

3 The children piled up a big snowman.

4 The boy paid for the medicine.

5 The boy washes his face.

6 The boys are boating on the lake.

7 The boy's left arm was caught in a car door.

8 The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk on

crutches.

9 The nurse is going to give the boy an injection.

10 An actor is playing and singing.
Terminate B: Sub item 16 or 17, 6 and 5 points are below 5 questions.
19. Execute text command

（patient）
pen scissor toothbrush mirror plate handkerchief toothpaste money (coin) comb key

(inspector)
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Note："Please follow the text command to move the item"
6 points: Move items correctly in 10 seconds
5 points: Move items correctly in 20 seconds
4 points: Move items in 20 seconds but there's an incomplete reaction
3 points: Move items correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Move items error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, five wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1. Pick up the comb and scissors.
2. Put the pen beside the plate.

3 Buckle the plate and pick up the key.

4 Touch the plate three times with your toothbrush.

5 Put the key and money on the handkerchief.

6 Put the toothpaste on the mirror.

7 Touch the mirror and pick up the comb.

8 Switch the scissors and toothbrush, and turn the mirror

over.

9 Put the money in front of the toothpaste.

10 Put the pen on the plate, then take it out and put it

between the toothpaste and the money.
Terminate B: Sub item 17, 6 and 5 points are below 6 questions, and sub item 18, the
points are below 5 questions.
ⅥCopying
20. Copying of nouns
Note： "Please keep an eye on these words and remember them, then write them
down."
6 points: copy correctly in 3 seconds
5 points: copy correctly in 15 seconds
4 points: copy in 15 seconds, but there's an incomplete reaction
3 points: copy correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: copy error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 3 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 watermelon

2 bike
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3 building

4 toothbrush

5 moon
Terminate B: complete inspection
21. Copying of verbs
Noting and rating are the same as 20.

Question Score
1 swimming

2 flying

3 sleeping

4 writing

5 drinking
Terminate B: complete inspection
22. Copying of sentences
Note：As with items 20 and 21, except that the reaction time was extended to 10
seconds (6 points) and 30 seconds (5 points).

Question Score
1 The boy washes his face.

2 The water is boiling.

3 The children piled up a big snowman.

4 The boys are boating on the lake.

5 The old man is walking alone across the

crosswalk on crutches.
Terminate B: Sub item 21 or 22, 6 and 5 points are below 3 questions.
ⅦDescription
23. Description of naming
Note："What is this picture? Write it down."
6 points: Write correctly in 10 seconds (longer time for non-handedness)
5 points: Write correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: Write in 30 seconds, but there's an incomplete reaction
3 points: Write correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Write error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 electric lamp
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2 moon

3 building

4 bike

5 clock

6 toothpaste

7 chair

8 fish

9 fire

10 watermelon
Terminate B: complete inspection
24. Description of verbs
Note："what is this person (he, she) doing";The others are the same as 23.

Question Score
1 dancing

2 drinking

3 sleeping

4 flying

5 sitting

6 writing

7 crying

8 knocking

9 dressing

10 swimming
Terminate B: complete inspection
25. Description of picture
Note: "describe the picture in one sentence."
6 points: Write correctly in 15 seconds (longer time for non-handedness)
5 points: Write correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: Write in 30 seconds, but there's an incomplete reaction
3 points: Write correctly after prompt
2 points: Incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Write error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
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1 The children piled up a big snowman.

2 The boy paid for the medicine.

3 The nurse is going to give the boy an injection.

4 The boy's left arm was caught in a car door.

5 The boys are boating on the lake.

6 An actor is playing and singing.

7 The water is boiling.

8 The boy washes his face.

9 The two children are discussing the pictures in the book.

10 The old man is walking alone across the crosswalk on

crutches.
Terminate B: Sub item 23 or 24, 6 and 5 points are below 5 questions.
26. Description of cartoon
6 points: Including the basic meaning (bump, bag, saw, happy, etc.), fluency, no
grammatical errors.
5 points: Including the basic meaning, a few grammatical errors, such as adjectives,
adverbs, etc.
4 points: The basic meaning of three figures is correct, a few grammatical errors
3 points: The basic meaning of three figures is correct, many grammatical errors.
2 points: The basic meaning of a graph is correct, but can only be represented by
words
1 point: The above basic meaning is correct, but the related words are not.
Terminate A: Not saying a meaningful word in 1 minute.
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Terminate B: Sub item 23 or 24, 6 and 5 points are below 6 questions, and sub item 25,
the points are below 2 questions.
ⅧDictation
27. Dictation of nouns
Note："Please write what I said."
6 points: Write correctly in 10 seconds (longer time for non-handedness)
5 points: Write correctly in 30 seconds
4 points: Write in 30 seconds, but there's an incomplete reaction
3 points: Write correctly after prompt
2 points: incomplete reaction after prompt
1 point: Write error after prompt
Terminate A: Less than 4 points, two wrong questions in a row.

Question Score
1 building

2 clock

3 electric lamp

4 moon

5 fish
Terminate B: complete inspection
28. Dictation of verbs
The noting and rating are the same as 27.

Question Score
1 writing

2 swimming
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3 knocking

4 dancing

5 sleeping
Terminate B: Sub item 27, 6 and 5 points are below 3 questions.
29. Dictation of sentences
The noting and rating are the same as 27 and 28.
Start time increased from 10 seconds to 15 seconds (6 points)

Question Score
1 The water is boiling.

2 The boy washes his face.

3 The boys are boating on the lake.

4 An actor is playing and singing.

5 The old man is walking alone across the

crosswalk on crutches.
Terminate B: Sub item 27, 6 and 5 points are below 3 questions.
ⅨCalculation
30. Calculation
Note："One point for each question. "
Terminate A: +, -, ×, ÷, 2 mistakes per item

1

+ 2

4

+ 7

27

+ 5

35

+ 27

135

+ 267

4

- 1

16

- 7

32

- 9

87

- 38

306

- 186

2

× 4

3

× 5

1 6

× 3

52

× 32

57

× 26

2 ）4 7 ）63 6 ）102 17 ）714 36 ）1332

Explanation
The scoring methods can be seen in the instructions. According to the measured data,
we can judge whether there is aphasia. Compared with the initial evaluation curve, the
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evaluation curve after training can evaluate the effect after treatment and know the
next step of the plan.
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Supplement C：Table 1. Sensitivity Analyses

(1) based on complete cases only

Categories
△C
€

△E1 △E2 △QLAYs ICER
€

/△E1 ICER
€ /△E2 ICER

€
/△QALYs

At intervention 4W
Direct medical costs -144.77

106.26 0.49 0.06

-1.36 -297.21 -2412.83
Medication 14.71 0.14 0.28 245.19
Rehabilitation evaluation -17.76 -0.17 -0.34 -295.92
Rehabilitation therapy 28.02 0.26 0.54 467.07
Individual self-pay 4.42 0.04 0.08 73.68

Direct non-medical costs -26.86 -0.25 -0.52 -447.71
Indirect costs -219.20 -2.06 -4.21 -3653.25
Total costs -390.83 -3.68 -7.51 -6513.79
At follow-up 12W
Direct medical costs -163.92

99.05 0.67 0.06

-1.65 -2.46 -2731.99
Medication -25.77 -0.26 -0.39 -429.52
Rehabilitation evaluation -31.00 -0.31 -0.47 -516.67
Rehabilitation therapy 22.23 0.22 0.34 370.57
Individual self-pay -37.03 -0.37 -0.56 -617.23

Direct non-medical costs -277.47 -2.80 -4.18 -4624.42
Indirect costs 108.73 1.10 1.64 1812.14
Total costs -332.66 -3.36 -5.01 -5544.27

(2) removing extremely high-cost and low-cost cases on health utilization (i.e., winsorized at the 95%
level)

Categories
△C
€

△E1 △E2 △QLAYs ICER
€

/△E1 ICER
€ /△E2 ICER

€
/△QALYs

At intervention 4W
Direct medical costs -88.94

108.41 0.49 0.06

-0.82 -182.19 -1482.39
Medication 8.47 0.08 0.16 141.14
Rehabilitation evaluation -15.72 -0.14 -0.30 -261.98
Rehabilitation therapy 10.68 0.10 0.20 178.07
Individual self-pay 10.64 0.10 0.20 177.40

Direct non-medical costs -23.96 -0.22 -0.45 -399.39
Indirect costs -94.94 -0.88 -1.79 -1582.40
Total costs -258.94 -2.39 -4.87 -4315.74
At follow-up 12W 0.00 0.00 0.00
Direct medical costs -102.48

104.0 0.71 0.06

-0.99 -1.39 -1708.02
Medication -3.14 -0.03 -0.04 -52.34
Rehabilitation evaluation -30.14 -0.29 -0.41 -502.36
Rehabilitation therapy 26.70 0.26 0.36 444.94
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Individual self-pay -1.40 -0.01 -0.02 -23.29
Direct non-medical costs -237.60 -2.28 -3.22 -3959.96
Indirect costs 77.92 0.75 1.06 1298.68
Total costs -437.71 -4.21 -5.93 -7295.17

(3) converted SF-36 to QALYs utility score using the nonparametric Bayesian method

Categories
△C
€

△E1 △E2 △QLAYs ICER
€

/△E1 ICER
€ /△E2 ICER

€
/△QALYs

At intervention 4W
Direct medical costs -157.60

—— —— 0.04 —— ——

-3940.10
Medication 9.87 246.73
Rehabilitation evaluation -16.71 -417.69
Rehabilitation therapy 35.89 897.32
Individual self-pay 10.69 267.33

Direct non-medical costs -24.52 -613.00
Indirect costs -217.19 -5429.68
Total costs -399.31 -9982.77
At follow-up 12W
Direct medical costs -174.20

—— —— 0.05 —— ——

-3483.97
Medication -30.95 -619.04
Rehabilitation evaluation -31.21 -624.14
Rehabilitation therapy 62.72 1254.38
Individual self-pay -35.26 -705.30

Direct non-medical costs -271.26 -5425.17
Indirect costs 123.60 2472.06
Total costs -321.85 -6437.05

Note: E1 (mean CRRCAE scores), E2 (mean BDAE grade)
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